The Quilt Story

Name ________________________  # _____    Yellow

Comprehension

☐ Make a web. Put the word quilt in the middle. Add words that tell how the quilt was used.

Respond/Retell

☐ What story would you tell if you were Abigail’s quilt? Write a story of at least 7 sentences. Illustrate your work.

Phonics

☐ Write a story using the following words:
  1. able
  2. bundle
  3. candle
  4. giggle
  5. handle
  6. puddle
Illustrate your story.

Word Work

☐ Use the dictionary to look up at least two meanings of these words. Write the definitions, use them in sentences and illustrate each.
  1. trunk
  2. roll
  3. sink
  4. stick